
 

   
 

 

October Summary 
Welcome to the first edition of The Cold Front, presented by RLS Logistics, the Cold Chain 
Experts.  This monthly summary highlights the pertinent cold chain market data in one 
concise location.  As cold chain experts, we want to ensure that you have the data you 
need to make better decisions to fuel your growth.  We hope you find this information 
useful!  If you would like data on your specific market, click the link below.    

Click Here to Request Market Data for Your Area 

Reefer Spot Rates  
Reefer spot rates have been on a steady climb since July.  Compared to October 2019, the 
green shaded areas indicate relatively loose reefer capacity where shippers realize lower 
rates.  The red shaded areas indicate tight capacity and significantly higher transportation 
rates.  In late March, the lockdowns reduced the demand for trucking, and the results 
drove rates below the market baseline.  As states began to open back up and many 
carriers parked their trucks, demand drove spot pricing up approximately 37%. We have 
seen a stabilization in spot rates in October.  This could be an indicator that we have 
reached the peak.   
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Click Here to Request Market Data for Your Area 

Reefer Market Conditions  
The map below details reefer hot freight markets where capacity is tight and rates are 
higher.  Areas in Orange to Red indicate a high load to truck ratio.  Blue to Green areas 
indicates more loose capacity where there are more trucks than loads.  Keep an eye on this 
map monthly as it is a good indicator of when crop harvesting affects trucking capacity.    
 

 
 

Warehousing   
The below graph indicates the national overall warehousing capacity for reefer and dry 
commodities for the previous month.  Using the baseline from October 2019, warehousing 
capacity remains tight nationally.   
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